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I ! "" Mr.EISA Goes to Washington 
a The columnists have been clicking out wise say-

ings about EISA on their word processors of choice, 1?ut
� 

their trouble is that they get paid, so the columns get hke
, ,�, sausages. 

,.... The IBM-haters say EISA will win because it
i5 offers as much as the microchannel bus, without the

unpopularity IBM has and seems to crave. Group B says/ii IBM's way is technically (read unexplainably) superior,
r,;:i and so must win, and besides EISA ls vaporware. Group 
Cl A replies that most of the system IBM is boasting about 
� is also vaporware, and around the argument goes. 
CCI Your leader is now founding GroupC, the M!ster-

EISA-Goes-to-Washington group. 
� Luckily, both methods of marching messages 32-t: abreast around the box are feasible, and can become 

i r,;:i powerful. But IBM's combination ofOS/2, presentation 
\ 0:: 

manager and future microchannel machines is 75% va• porware, and EISA is 100% vaporware. 
i � Strangely, IBM has the flower-child love of every 
I is computer buyer working for a Fortune 500 corporation. 

ti:: This is easier to understand if we assume corporations 
[,;'.I routinely tum away all three-digit IQs. 
h Yes, IBM is looked at with loathing and fear by;::i every computer company, from huge to garage. 
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But the bottom line is straight out of that native
American movie myth, Mr. Smith Goes to Washington.
The market, which always has the last word, will realize
that both buses are adequate for the ten-thousand
dollar desk machines that are beginning to wipe out
minicomputers and threaten mainframes. 

And so the market wUl make its choice on the
basis of image rather than content. With IBM now publicly 
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convicted of attempted murder of its clonemaker competi
tors, with everyone astounded that ego-trippers like Com
paq and Tandy, Intel and Microsoft can get together and 
pretend to shake hands, mythology will take over. 

The Compaq gang will be seen as the weak but 
rising, good-hearted Senator Smith, and IBM the villain, 
nicely personified in a thunderously thuglike mugshot of 
IBM's PC boss Bill Lowe on last week's Info World. Sure, 
they searched six rolls of film to find it, but that face is 
shocking. The Whtmper doesn't do photos, but the line 
versions at left say it: choirboy versus hitman. 

Remember when the filibustering Jimmy Ste
wart went nose-to-nose with the bad guy senator? Bill

' 

Lowe's face (near left) would have been perfection in that
scene. IBM will take the fall In the bus wars.just because
Compaq's Rod Canion (far left)looks nurdy and nice next
to Lowe. [Ironically, Tandy's John Roach looks as thuggy
for the EISA team as Lowe does for IBM.) 

This Whjmper was chugging through deadline
valley when the flash came from our IBM mole: Lowe got
the axe. But in IBM, the faces change and the sneers
remain. It still looks like Jimmy Stewart versus Ugly
Blue, and therefore the Jimmies will win. IBM's time has 
come in personal computers, and it has gone. 

And after the vaporware solidifies, everyone will 
realize that these ten-grand albatrosses are not personal 
computers any more. 

I just tried this piece on my IBM executive-row
spies, and one surprisingly said "We agree. IBM never
Intended to make personal computers. We make work
stations." These are people near the top, who say "Hi Bill"
to Bill. IBM has an amusing way of announcing strategy
that they never had, to explain the failure of strategy they
did have and won't admit. 

We of the Tandy 2000 like moderate-priced great
ness, a market!BM will have lost by the time we give up
the 2000. Wewill gotoclone 386machines, only 16wires
around the box with none of that OS/2 nonsense that
takes 2 megs of RAM to tum on your machine, and
another 4 megs to write your grocery list. 
































